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Using a generalized Hubbard Hamiltonian, many-electron calculations of energy levels and corresponding
wave functions of negatively charged and neutral nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond were reported. The
energies, orbital, and spin symmetries of the ground and excited states are in good quantitative agreement with
available optical and electron paramagnetic resonance measurements. The many-electron wave functions were
employed to predict the spin density on the N and C atoms in the ground and excited states. The present model
explains the recent, experimentally observed definite nonzero spin density on N atom for the 4A2 excited state
of the neutral charge state of NV (NV0) based on the multiple electronic configuration of the corresponding
many-electron wave function.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond is a very
rich system to study theoretically and to examine
experimentally1,2 various interesting physical phenomena such
as spin-dependent photoluminescence,3 electron paramag-
netic resonance (EPR),4,5 spin-orbit interaction of unpaired
electrons,3,6,7 uniaxial strain effect on optical transitions,8

dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in the ground and excited states,8,9

hole burning,10 and so on. Employing such interesting physical
phenomena to implement a solid-state qubit is currently an
active research field.11 Now, the accepted idea is that the
negatively charged state of NV (NV−) is responsible for the
observation of such interesting phenomena.12 This center has
a strong optical transition with a zero phonon line (ZPL) at
1.945 eV.2 The excited-state structure of the defect is not
yet fully known, which hinders the understanding of the
spin-flip fluorescence of the NV center.13 The general idea
is that the spin polarization via optical excitation is initialized
through intersystem crossing (ISC) between spin triplet states
and a singlet state and is induced by spin-orbit interaction.3

There is disagreement in the symmetry and energy levels of
the ground and excited states which involve the intersystem
crossing.12,14,15 Recently, the neutral charge state of NV (NV0)
has been also studied.6 This center has an optical transition
with a ZPL at 2.156 eV.8 Felton et al. reported an EPR signal
from a center with S = 3/2 and C3v symmetry under light
illumination indicating that the signal comes from an excited
state.6 Simple electronic structure arguments suggest that EPR
signal arises from a low lying 4A2 excited state of the NV0,
which is derived from the a2

1Na1
1Ce2 electronic configuration,

where a1N and a1C are dangling orbitals localized on the
nitrogen and carbon atoms, respectively.6 From hyperfine
interaction (HFI) data, they measured a definite nonzero
spin density on N atom for the 4A2 excited state of the
NV0 by EPR, which is in disagreement with the preassumed
a2

1Na1
1Ce2 electronic configuration of 4A2. This configuration

gives zero spin density on neighboring N atom.6 Gali et al. used
ab initio supercell calculations and concluded that negligible

spin density is expected for the 2E ground state but consid-
erable spin polarization may be expected for the 4A2 excited
state.16 They adjusted the nonzero spin of Felton et al.6 analysis
with the possible hybridization of both a1N and a1C defect
orbitals. Unlike the ground state of NV−, the EPR signal of the
S = 1/2 2E ground state of the NV0 has not been detected so
far.6 Uniaxial stress-splitting study of the ZPL8 and arguments
of simple electronic structure result in assignment of 2E to the
ground state and 2A1 to the excited state of NV0. The lack of
EPR detection for the ground state of NV0 is likely to be due to
dynamic Jahn-Teller coupling, which broadens the EPR lines
and dramatically reduces the detection sensitivity.6

Generally, there have been two groups of approaches to
electronic structure of NV. In the first group of approaches,
localized models17,18 are used and in the second ones, extended
models are employed.12,14,15 In the first group, the electrons
of the broken bonds, which are in the C3v symmetric local
potential of the vacant site, are considered as an isolated
molecule. Since these groups of approaches are restricted to
a few atoms, many-body techniques such as configuration
interaction (CI) and generalized Hubbard Hamiltonian are
applicable.19,20 In the second group, i.e., extended models,
the effect of the remaining part of the lattice on the vacancy is
more important. The vacancy is modeled as a missing atom in a
supercell with few hundreds atoms. Due to considering a lager
set of atoms around the vacant site, single-particle techniques
are usually employed. The similarity between these two
categories is in their group theoretical aspects for accounting
symmetries of the system, while their main difference is in
the importance of electron-electron (e-e) correlation effects.
Since the localized models have been restricted to the first
neighboring atoms, spin density distribution on the farther
neighboring atoms and its interaction with NV electrons could
not be evaluated.

In this paper, a new set of computed many-electron energy
levels and corresponding many-electron wave functions of NV
centers are reported. Our model is able to calculate the contri-
bution of each available multiple electronic configuration to the
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many-electron states. The sequence and energies of the ground
and excited many-electron states are presented and compared
to the previous works. We discuss the energy of the singlet
level, which involves the ISC of NV− and also the position of
experimentally detectable 4A2 excited state of NV0 by EPR.
From the calculated wave functions, we have been able to
estimate the spin density on neighboring N and C atoms in the
ground and excited states of the NV− and NV0. Particularly,
the computed value of spin density on N atom for the 4A2

excited state of NV0 from multiple electron configurations of
the wave function is in fair agreement with experiment. The
results are compared with available EPR measurement data.
Additionally, the spin densities are predicted and discussed for
the states that have not been detected so far by EPR.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

The nitrogen-vacancy center consists of a substitutional
nitrogen atom next to a carbon vacancy. It has trigonal (C3v)
symmetry around the crystallographic 〈111〉 axes connecting
the nitrogen and the vacant place (see Fig. 1). We performed
a precalculation on single-electron wave functions (dangling
orbitals)21 of NV with a DFT method using B3LYP functional
and 6–31G basis set implemented in the Gaussian 2003
package.22 A H-terminated C71H85 molecular diamond cluster
including a NV center was allowed to relax and employed to
model the NV center in the lattice. As a result, the neighboring
nitrogen and three carbon atoms of NV−(NV0) were observed
to relax outward from the defect center as 9% (8.5%) and
5% (6%), respectively. A similar DFT cluster method with
almost the same cluster size and basis set has been successfully
applied to model vacancy-related defects in diamond.12,21

Since we performed a spin-dependent calculation with S = 1
and 1/2 for the ground states of NV− and NV0, respectively,
the highest occupied molecular Kohn-Sham orbitals (HOMO)
of the relaxed structures had spin up (+1/2) with an expansion
on the atomic orbitals of the clusters. The single-electron wave
functions or dangling orbitals ϕi and ϕj corresponding to
each neighboring atoms of NV in Fig. 1, were extracted from
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FIG. 1. (Color online) C3v symmetry of the NV defect and its
dangling orbitals labeled as 1 for N and 2, 3, and 4 for C atoms
considered in the present study.

the HOMO wave functions expanded on each neighboring
atoms and its six back-bond neighbors. The tail of the NV
electrons on the fourth neighboring shell and farther atoms
has been neglected and finally the constructed wave function
was normalized. A set of different basis sets and cluster
sizes reproduce similar HOMO orbitals. In the early many-
body calculation for an isolated vacancy in diamond, simple
undisturbed sp3 orbitals were used to calculate the ϕi .17

The following methodology is used to calculate many-
electron states of NV defect. Electron-electron and electron-
ion interactions are modeled by a generalized form of Hubbard
Hamiltonian, which takes into account all Coulomb and
exchange terms of e-e interactions as follows:18,19

H =
∑
ijσ

tij c
†
iσ cjσ +

∑
i

Uini↑ni↓ + 1

2

∑
i �=j,σσ ′

Vijniσ njσ ′

+1

2

∑
ij lm,σσ ′

Xijlmc
†
iσ c

†
jσ ′cmσ ′clσ . (1)

In Eq. (1), i, j , l, and m are dangling atomic orbital indices
around the NV center, ranging from one (N atom) to four (three
C radicals) as shown in Fig. 1. σ and σ ′ are the spin indices
that could be up and down and c and c† are annihilation and
creation operators, respectively. In Eq. (1), tij represents the
hopping or kinetic and electron-ion terms and is computed by
Eq. (2) in atomic units.

tij =
∫

ϕ∗
i (r)

[
−1

2
∇2 + V (r)

]
ϕj (r)d3r, (2)

where ϕi(r) and ϕj (r) are the dangling orbitals of NV obtained
from the single-electron DFT calculations as previously
explained in this section. The Coulomb interaction parameters
in Eq. (1) are defined from following equation in atomic units:

Xijlm =
∫

ϕ∗
i (r)ϕ∗

j (r ′)
1

|r − r
′ |ϕl(r)ϕm(r ′)d3rd3r ′. (3)

Xijlm of Eq. (3) with equal indices (Xiiii) is Ui , the intersite
direct Coulomb e-e interaction, Xijlm of Eq. (3) with two equal
pair indices meaning Xijij or Vij is the intrasite direct Coulomb
interaction and the remaining Xijlm of Eq. (3) are the exchange
part of e-e interaction. The computed parameters for NV− and
NV0 are summarized in Table I.

If we index the nitrogen site as 1 and the three adjacent
carbon sites as 2, 3, and 4, the trigonal C3v symmetry of the
defect (see Fig. 1) reduces the number of tij parameters of
Eq. (2) to four, the number of Ui parameters to two, the number
of Vij to two, and the number of Xijlm to twelve in Table I.
Similar approach has been successfully applied to calculate
many-electron energy levels and wave functions of the isolated
vacancy in diamond.18,19 The constructed generalized Hubbard
Hamiltonian for modeling diamond vacancies allows for a
unified and accurate treatment of many-electron energy levels
and wave functions for both charge states of NV defect.
The resulting wave functions are exact eigenfunctions of
the Hamiltonian. Due to computational limitations, we only
consider the first neighboring atoms around the defect since
the extension of such many-body basis set to farther atoms is
too demanding. We considered five and six electrons for the
NV0 and NV−, respectively. By considering electron’s spin in
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TABLE I. The computed values of the parameters of generalized Hubbard Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) for NV− (NV0) using single-electron
DFT wave functions.

t11 tii t1i tij U1 Ui Vi1 Vij X1ii1 Xijji

−2.73 −7.59 −2.97 −3.68 10.8 3.54 5.66 0.02 0.10 0.10
(−2.72) (−7.56) (−2.95) (−4.18) (7.34) (11.77) (3.909) (5.819) (0.011) (0.12)

X111i Xiii1 Xiiij X11ij Xii1j Xiijk X1i1j Xi1ij Xijik X1ijk

0.034 0.14 0.68 0.01 0.0007 −0.03 0.239 0.279 −0.003 −0.017
(0.066) (0.15) (0.80) (0.009) (0.015) (−0.041) (0.318) (0.296) (−0.022) (−0.017)

the Fock space representation, the many-electron basis of the
Hilbert space was constructed as

|ψi〉 = |ai1ai2 · · · ai8〉, (4)

where ai1 to ai8 are −1, +1, or zero (for spin down, spin up,
and without an electron on site i, respectively). These numbers
represent the occupation condition of four neighboring sites
of NV center. The Hamiltonian calculation has been carried
out in Sz representation of basis set in Eq. (4). In parallel,
we calculated the square of total spin S2 operator of 6 (5)
electrons of NV−(NV0) in Sz representation of basis in Eq. (4).
The unitary matrix U transforms the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1)
from Sz basis representation (H{Sz}) to S2 basis representation
(H{S2}). U was constructed from the eigenvectors of the S2

matrix and the transformation was carried out via H{S2} =
U †H{Sz}U . After transformation, we had [H{S2},S2] = 0, hence
by exact diagonalization of H{S2}, complete eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian with proper S and Sz values were obtained.
Resulting eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian |�j 〉 as Eq. (5),

|�j 〉 =
N∑

i=1

α
j

i |ψi〉 (5)

are a linear combination of basis set |ψi〉 of Eq. (4) with definite
spin and symmetry degeneracy. For the neutral and negatively
charged NV centers, there are C(8,5) = 56 and C(8,6) = 28
states of Eq. (4), respectively, in the Fock space representation.
Hence index i in Eq. (5) goes from 1 to 56 and from 1 to 28, for
NV0 and NV− centers, respectively. In order to calculate spin
density on a specific neighboring atom of the NV, for example,
site m (m can be a site of N or one of C atoms) in a specific
many-electron state |�j 〉, we identified such |ψi〉 in expansion
of Eq. (5) in which only one electron occupies the site m. If
one of the ai1 or ai2 in Eq. (4) is zero then m represents N site
and similarly for other ai3–ai8, m represents a specific carbon
sites. The total sum of squares of corresponding coefficients
(αj

i )2 of such |ψi〉, which have one electron on site m was
evaluated to obtain the spin density on this site.

III. MANY-ELECTRON ENERGY LEVELS

The calculated many-electron energy levels of the NV−
have been shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, the ground state of
the NV− is 3A2 and the next excited states are 1E, 1A1, 3E,
1E, and 1A1, respectively. Since in our model the change of
atomic structure during excitation is neglected, the calculated
vertical excitation energy differs from ZPL energy.23 From
Fig. 2, the energy difference between levels involved in 3A2

to 3E optical transition is 2.38 eV, this value is 0.18 eV larger
than the experimental value of 2.20 eV (see Ref. 2) for vertical
excitation energy. The 3A2 ground state has been observed
in EPR experiment.4 Recently, the electronic structure of the
3E excited state has been studied as a function of local strain,
combining resonant excitation and optically detected magnetic
resonance, which indicates that the excited state of the NV−
splits to six sublevels.24 Using spin-polarized local density
functional cluster theory, Goss et al.12 calculated the energy-
level ordering of NV− center as 3A2, 1E, 1A1, and 3E with an
energy difference of 1.77 eV for the ZPL of optical absorption
line 1.945 eV. Unlikely, in another study by Gali et al.,14

using a different variation in DFT calculations, the energy
levels were found to be 3A2, 1A1, 1E, and 3E with the value
of 1.71 eV for the ZPL of optical absorption line 1.945 eV.
Delaney et al.20 used the CI calculation for a larger cluster,
such as C284H144N−, and found a difference of energy of 3A2

and 3E as 1.90 eV for the ZPL of optical absorption line
1.945 eV. Zyubin and his coworkers25 used a Hartree-Fock-CI
method to calculate the energy levels of the NV for different
H-terminated clusters. They found the energy-level order for
NV− as 3A2, 1E, 1A1, 3E, 1E, 1A2, 3E, and 1E, in agreement
with our finding in Fig. 2. In the work of Zyubin et al.,25

by averaging over different calculated results, the 1E energy
level is about 0.8 eV above the 3E state. Our results in Fig. 2
reveal that there is a 1E state, which is about 2.2 eV above the
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FIG. 2. Many-electron energy levels of the NV− center in diamond.
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3E state. We suggest that the 1A1 singlet level is more likely
responsible for the intersystem crossing mechanism with the
3E excited state. Recently, the light polarization dependence
of 1042 nm (1.19 eV) absorption confirms that the transition
is between orbitals of A and E character.26 In our results (see
Fig. 2), there are upper 1A1 and lower 1E states with an energy
difference of 0.61 eV. Until now, however, most investigations
of the NV center have been limited to DFT, the ability of which
to describe the excited states is questionable.15 Moreover, DFT
is a single-electron theory, therefore its results can only be used
to estimate the sequence of levels.15 As a consequence, more
recently, Ma et al.15 applied ab initio many-body perturbation
theory (MBPT) and found the sequence of the energy levels
as 3A2, 1E, 1A1, 3E, and 1E

′
. The sequence and energy levels

are in agreement with our results except their 1E
′
energy level,

which is very close to the 3E excited state of the NV−. Gali
et al.14 suggest that the singlet 1E

′
state can be involved in the

intersystem crossing mechanism.
Additionally, the calculated many-electron energy levels of

the NV0 have been shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, the ground
state of NV0 is 2E and the next excited states are 4A2, 2A1, 2E,
2A1, and 2E, respectively. The previous uniaxial stress-splitting
study of ZPL8 and arguments of simple electronic structure
result in assignment of 2E to the ground and 2A1 to the optically
excited states.6 Our computed vertical excitation energy23 for
2E to 2A1 transition is 2.64 eV.8 Goss et al.12 calculated ZPL
energy for 2E to 2A1 transition as 1.57 eV, 0.59 eV smaller than
the experimental value of 2.156 eV. Using different clusters
and Hartree-Fock-CI method, Zyubin et al.25 found the energy
levels of NV0 as 2E, 2A2, 2E, 2A1, and 2E. In the case of
NV0, only the low lying 4A2 state has been detected by EPR
experiment under optical pumping.6 Gali et al.16 used ab initio
supercell method and computed 4A2 excited state of the NV0

with a larger energy by about 0.86 eV compared with that of
the low-symmetry 2E ground state. In our model, this state is
0.67 eV above the ground state and can be populated through
nonradiative decay of the excited state 2A1 to the ground state
2E via this intermediate state.
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FIG. 3. Many-electron energy levels of the NV0 center in
diamond.

TABLE II. Calculated spin densities on the neighboring N and C
atoms of NV− for the many-electron ground and excited states.

State Energy (eV) Sz N C1 C2 C3

3A2(GS) 0.00 0, ± 1 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33
1E 0.41 0 0.01 0.25 0.19 0.42
1A1 1.03 0 0.01 0.20 0.20 0.20
3E 2.38 0, ± 1 0.23 0.27 0.40 0.11
1E 4.57 0 0.37 0.04 0.08 0.24
1A1 7.98 0 0.31 0.12 0.12 0.12
3E 9.31 0, ± 1 0.27 0.16 0.41 0.16
1E 12.06 0 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.09
3A2 12.30 0, ± 1 0.50 0.17 0.17 0.17
1A1 16.76 0 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.10

IV. SPIN DENSITY ON NEIGHBORING ATOMS

Using wave functions of each many-electron state of the
NV0 and NV−, we calculated spin density on the neighboring
N and C atoms. The results being summarized in Tables II
and III, respectively. One of the most important outcomes
of EPR experiments on NV centers is obtaining the spin
density on the neighboring sites of such centers.6 The 3A2

ground and 3E excited states of the NV− have nonzero spin
and, in principle, can be observed by EPR experiment. Due
to maximum population at thermal equilibrium, it is more
straightforward to measure the spin of the ground state. The
spin of other excited states can be observed under optical
pumping, provided that the transition to the excited state is
optically allowed or the excited state is a low-lying state with
considerable lifetime. According to Table II, in the ground
state 3A2, the spin density on the N atom is absolutely zero
and the spin density has been equally distributed on the three
neighboring C radicals. By going to the first and second excited
states (1E and 1A1) the spin density on N remains negligible,
whereas, there is a spin density redistribution between three
neighboring C radicals. In the optically allowed 3E excited
state, there is a significant enhancement of 23% of the spin
density on the N atom and, consequently, a reduction in the
spin density on the three neighboring C radicals. For the 3A2

TABLE III. Calculated spin densities on the neighboring N and
C atoms of NV0 for the many-electron ground and excited states.

State Energy (eV) Sz N C1 C2 C3

2E(GS) 0.00 ± 1
2 0.04 0.28 0.38 0.30

4A2 0.68 ± 3
2 , ± 1

2 0.19 0.27 0.27 0.27
2A1 2.64 ± 1

2 0.30 0.23 0.23 0.23
2E 2.88 ± 1

2 0.30 0.22 0.33 0.15
2A1 3.29 ± 1

2 0.50 0.17 0.17 0.17
2E 6.68 ± 1

2 0.25 0.22 0.12 0.41
4A2 8.21 ± 3

2 , ± 1
2 0.14 0.29 0.29 0.29

4E 10.73 ± 3
2 , ± 1

2 0.33 0.32 0.13 0.22
2E 10.75 ± 1

2 0.09 0.30 0.14 0.47
2A1 11.67 ± 1

2 0.12 0.29 0.29 0.29
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ground state of NV−, He et al.3 were able to account for 72%
of the spin density as being localized in the dangling bonds on
the three neighboring carbon atoms of the vacancy. Only about
0.2% of the wave function was accounted for nitrogen. The
remaining 28% of the wave function was presumably spread
over more distant carbon neighbors.3 Tucker and coworkers27

showed that the 14N quadrupole parameter is a measure of the
unpaired-electron population in a 2p orbital on the nitrogen
atom. In their study, the value of quadrupole parameter implies
that less than 2% of unpaired electron probability density
is located on the nitrogen atom or that unpaired electron
probability density is mainly localized in the dangling orbital
of the three carbon atoms around the vacancy. Felton et al.6

used 13C hyperfine interaction and showed that these results
can also be concluded from the hyperfine interaction. Also,
by assuming that one-third of unpaired-electron probability
density is localized on each of the carbon atoms neighboring
the vacancy, they found that the two sets of carbon neighbors
account for 96% of the unpaired-electron probability density
for NV−, with ∼84% on the three nearest carbon atoms
from the vacancy. The experimental hyperfine interaction
parameters (A11, A22, A33) for N atom is not zero (around
2 MHz) whereas the corresponding values for the three
neighboring C atoms of NV are 120–200 MHz.1,7 Therefore
HFI parameters of N atom are between 1–2% of the ones
for C atoms and even less than 15% of the HFI parameters
of farther C atoms. Gali et al.14 performed an all-electron
calculation, which can account small contribution of core
electrons of N to the hyperfine interaction tensor and explained
the nonzero, small amount of HFI parameter on neighboring
N atom. Our calculated zero spin density on the N atom is
in very good agreement with the very small, measured HFI
parameter reported by EPR.1,7 It should be noted that our
model is restricted to valence electrons and cannot consider
the polarization probability of core-electron wave function.
There are a few experimental works on the excited state of
NV−,9,24,28,29 which use local strain field and spin sublevel
transitions to explain low-temperature and room-temperature
excitation spectra. Gali et al.30 found that the spin density
apparently is enhanced a lot around the N atom, while it
dropped around the C atoms. In other words, the spin density is
mostly redistributed between the N atom and the three C atoms
upon excitation. From Table II, we are able to obtain 23% of
spin density migration from the C toward N atom by optical
excitation. The spin densities on each neighboring atom of
NV0 for the ground and excited states are listed in Table III.
The ground and excited states as well as the low-lying 4A2 have
nonzero spin and, in principle, can be observed by the EPR
experiment. Similar to NV−, in the 2E ground state, the spin
density on the N atom is negligible (4%) and in excited states
the spin density migrates from the C radicals toward the N
atom. By going to the first excited states (4A2), the spin density
on N enhances. In the optically allowed 2A1 excited state, there
is a significant enhancement of 30% of the spin density on the
N atom and, consequently, a reduction in the spin density on
the three neighboring C radicals. From Table III, we are able
to obtain 26% of spin density migration from the C toward N
atom by optical excitation. Since the spin of the low-lying 4A2

excited state differs from the 2E ground state, radiative decay
is forbidden and therefore the 4A2 excited state would be a

long-lived state. The enhanced lifetime of 4A2 allows this state
to be detected by the EPR under optical illumination.6 Felton
et al.6 detected an EPR signal with S = 3/2 and a trigonal
symmetry. The measured hyperfine interaction,6 indicates that
there is a small but significant localization of the unpaired
electron density on the nitrogen. This signal was attributed
to the 4A2 excited state of NV0. The results indicate that
approximately 6% of the unpaired electron probability density
is localized on the nitrogen, which is much larger than for
the 3A2 ground state of NV−.3 Felton et al.6 discuss that
the 4A2 state can be derived from a2

1Na1
1Ce2 and a1

1Na2
1Ce2,

but in the first configuration the unpaired electron probability
density is expected to be predominately localized in the carbon
dangling orbitals surrounding the vacancy and in the second,
there is a significant unpaired electron probability density on
the nitrogen resulting in a large nitrogen hyperfine interaction.
This is not likely, but it is probable that there is a mixing
of the a1N and a1C one-electron levels and this gives rise
to the observed nitrogen hyperfine interaction.6 Gali et al.16

considered the possibility of hybridization of both a1N and
a1C defect orbitals and adjusted Felton et al.’s6 analysis by
obtaining considerable spin polarization for the 4A2 excited
state and a negligible spin density for the 2E ground state.
It may be not trivial that 2E ground state of NV0 is from
single Slater determinant.16 Anyhow, considering a single
Slater determinant to describe the wave function of the 4A2

does not regenerate the small nonzero (6%) amount of spin
density reported by EPR. Our calculated many-body wave
function of 4A2 consists of many electronic configurations
or Slater determinant. Our calculated spin density on the N
atom in the 4A2 state of NV0 is 19%, in fair agreement with
Felton et al. reported EPR data.6 This value is also much
larger than the calculated spin density in the ground state of
the NV−, which is 0%. Since our Fock space basis set is only
restricted to the four neighboring atoms, the delocalization of
dangling orbital wave functions to farther atoms is indirectly
included in our Hubbard-Hamiltonian parameters calculations.
Electron delocalization to farther atoms is included in the DFT
calculation of single electron wave functions ϕi(r), which is
extended up to the fourth shell of neighboring atoms. In other
words, the effect of delocalization in practice reduces the value
of Hamiltonian parameters, which are computed from ϕi(r)
using Eqs. (2) and (3). Due to the limitation of our calculations
to the first neighboring atoms, we expect that the calculated
19% spin density on N for 4A2 should be slightly larger
than the experimental value. It is important to notice that the
Kohn-Sham LDA spin density approximates the many-body
spin density where the exchange and correlation between the
noninteracting Kohn-Sham particles is taken into account. In
the present work frame, many Slater determinants are needed
in order to consider correlation effects. The percentages of
each electronic-configuration contribution to the 4A2 state are
shown in Fig. 4. The possible electronic configurations of
five electrons of NV0 that are distributed on four surrounding
dangling orbitals in the 4A2 excited state are (2,111), (1,211),
(1,121), and (1,112). In this notation, the first number in
parenthesis represents the number of electrons on N atom
and the other three numbers in paranthesis are the number
of electrons on C atoms. From Fig. 4, the contribution of
(2,111) electronic configuration that has zero spin on N to the
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FIG. 4. The population of each possible electronic configuration
that contributes to the many-body wave function of 4A2 of NV0.

many-body wave function is 43%, whereas the contribution of
other electronic configurations with distributed spin between
N and C atoms to the wave function is 19%. This is in fair
agreement with the EPR finding6 and in good agreement
with Gali et al.’s16 conclusion about spin density in the 4A2

state.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the calculated energies, orbital and spin
symmetries of many-electron states of NV− and NV0 are in
agreement with the EPR, optical excitation, and luminescence
measurements. The energy of the low-lying 1A1 excited state
of NV−, which most likely involves the ISC, was obtained.
From many-electron wave functions, the spin density on the N
and C atoms was calculated for the ground and excited states
and the results were in good agreement with the measured spin
density by EPR in the 3A2 ground state of the NV−. The results,
generate the small, nonzero spin density on N atom for the 4A2

excited state of the NV0 reported by EPR. We also predicted
the spin densities on neighboring atoms of NV− and NV0 in
many-electron excited states that have not been detected by
EPR so far.
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